Dear Parents,

Greetings!!!

The month started up with positive cues of gratitude and respect towards the teachers and the Almighty.

Children celebrated Lord Krishna’s birthday with Teacher’s Day on 5th of September. They took part in Dahi Handi and played many games with teachers. The environment became the Rainbow in the colours of love and happiness.

Almost half of the students of grade IV went on a trip to Kidzania and Teethal on 3rd and 4th September, where they had heartfelt fun and frolic along with learning. Kidzania was not only fun but children also learnt how difficult it was to earn money 😊. They enrolled themselves for employment, did different jobs and gathered hands on experience. On the whole it was a wholesome trip. After spending the whole day in Kidzania, they were taken to Silent Resort where they enjoyed the DJ party hard.

Next day was again a great excitement, when after having scrumptious breakfast they plunged into Water Park. Giggles and laughter were only and only heard all around. We returned to Teethal and visited Sri Swaminarayan temple.

The trip was packed with sweet memories which I will always cherish. I saw young ones to be completely independent and dependable as well.

One and a half week of the month was filled with learning new things and later hard core revision for the SA-1 began.

English lessons taught them a great sense of imagination, where they assumed a story based only on pictures....yes without any text. The name of the story was ‘My First Railway Journey.’ They learnt degrees of comparison, and used it in their writing later to describe a scene of a fair.

Our school’s strength is gradually increasing, so that the concepts of Math. They learnt division of a four/five- digit number from a two- digit number. Before that they already mastered expand and divide method of division.

Festivities bring us together, isn’t it? Social Science classes taught them the significance of celebrating different festivals, different clothes to be worn and delicacies of the festival time. They performed a role play on festivals. Here I would love to mention that they prepared the skits on their own. It was a group based activity which was enjoyed thoroughly by our tiny tots 😊

Food is the base line of the entire living organisms. But if you eat without keeping the value of nutrients in mind it’s going to harm you instead of helping. This is what they learnt in their Science lessons....Value of Nutrients in our Diet.
They enjoyed hilarious rhyme scheme in Hindi under the topic ‘Pilli Si.’ Though they had already learnt it in the last month but its fun lingered on in the form of written practice this month as well.

Co-curricular activities keep them all motivated towards their academics.

Music classes are enabling them to handle various instruments like harmonium, guitar and tabla. They are learning to play Alankars on them.

Practice makes a man perfect....so in Dance lessons they are practicing Hoola Hop and aerobics to keep their bodies agile.

Nature is called mother...and mothers are always beautiful for kids. Am I right?? Children learnt to draw and paint Plant in Drawing classes.

Self defence is the biggest weapon anyone can ever posses for safety. In Karate classes they learnt blocking and kicking, whereas in Skating learnt making “V”.

As a rigorous revision went on this month to prepare them for Semestral Assessment, I felt nostalgic about how I used to teach my child each and every minute thing in detail.

Dear parents, the month of October is going to be awesome in all dimensions. So, let’s wait for the Awesome October😊
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